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2019 Best Global
Dividend Paying
Companies To
Invest.
Sustainable Dividend is
important for your
Investment Portfolio.

These companies can
pay you a 3-6%
dividends yearly
without working hard.
Disclaimer
MooMooCoo.com is not a
financial authorised company.
None of the authors are
approved by UK financial
conduct authority. Please
invest at your own risk.
Financial investments are
100% capital loss.
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Total E&P (France)
MAJOR OIL COMPANY
WITH 5.2% DIVIDENDS
Total E&P is one of the top major operator with the best exploration team
in the world. Strong drive for their excellent offshore drilling campaigns,
Total have focused heavily on finding excellent return on investment
fields. Strong expansion in South America, Middle East and Africa, these
French champions are looking to dominate the market for the next
decade.
Total have already beaten Shell and BP to the Middle East and Africa
continent race. The next five years would be heavily focused on the low
capital expenditure projects in South America basins.
With a PE ratio of under 12, Total E&P is undervalued compared to
its closed rivals. With Oil price at the average $50 a barrel Total
has record breaking profits in 2018. 2020/21 horizon with the rising
of oil, the company has already declared forecast growing
dividends in advance to showcase their confidence.
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Dividends never cut for
last 35 years.

€2.72 dividends per
share in 2020.

Total is worth €125bn.

Global production is
$35 per barrel.
2.78m barrels of oil
reported in 2018.
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€48.43
per share
FEB 2019 REPORT

Diageo (U.K.)
2ND LARGEST BEVERAGE
WITH 2.19% DIVIDENDS
Diageo owns Johnny Walker, Smirnoff, Baileys and Guinness which are
just a few of their world known brands. Diageo is regarded as one of the
least volatile companies in the world with great buoyancy against
financial crisis. Everyone drinks during happy and sad economic eras
worldwide. With the decline in cigarette sales ,for the obvious health
reason, drinking consumption are on the rise year on year.
Diageo shares are not cheap compared to other rivals. Many institutional
investors calls Diageo a 'Luxury' company with the perfect top. 2018
organic growth at 13% in Asia and 6% in North America with the brands
momentum propelling forward.
Diageo are very strict with their capital and marketing expenditure with
optimised logistics from over 100 years of experience. With their quick
turnaround with the booming Gin market, Diageo is not afraid to
innovate.
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24% profit margin.

£12bn 2018 revenue
sales.

Average 5% dividend
growth year on year.

Most consumed Whisky,
Rum and Liquor co.
$5.3bn revenue from
Johnnie Walker alone.
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£28.43
per share
FEB 2019 REPORT

Rio Tinto (Australia)
3RD LARGEST MINING
WITH 5.21% DIVIDENDS
One of the oldest multi national companies in the world with operations
in the harshest environment for rare earth materials. Company revenue
grew from $10bn to 40bn in the last 15 years and still growing. With most
operations in 3rd world developing countries, Rio never shys from media
disruptions from corruptions to allegations.
Rio are not just in the market for raw manufacturing materials such as
copper and iron. They have diversity for other markets too. Rio is the
clear leader in mining earth materials, such as Cobalt and Lithium, for
electric vehicles. Argyle Pink Diamonds are women's best friend,
therefore Rio Tinto are dividends investor's best friend too.
With Price Earnings ratio hovering between 10-12, which makes Rio Tinto
a very affordable book value company. With 2018 debt reduced by almost
$2bn and a shares buy back of $2.5bn shows how strong the cash flow is.
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Founded in 1873

Leaders in electric car
battery mining.

Owns the largest Argyle
Pink Diamond mines.

Over 20% operating
margin.
Decreasing Operating
expenses.
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AU$90.50
per share
FEB 2019 REPORT

BMW (Germany)
LUXURY CAR MAKER
WITH 5.5% DIVIDENDS
Everyone knows and wants to own a BMW badge at least once in their
lifetime. An incredible brand company who never shy from every form of
marketing campaign. This German Haus started building aircraft engines
then change route after the treaty of Versailles in 1929.
BMW actually produced the first electric vehicle in 1972 which only had 20
minutes charge. BMW also owns Rolls Royce and Mini which are also two
excellent brands in the car industry. The evolution of the Diesel to
Electric Vehicle market may require more expenditure shake up to keep
with Tesla's pace. Innovation adds Quality have always been BMW's
genetic code which allowed the company survive more than a century.
Investors should view this as a excellent long term company in their
portfolio. A company which is likely to be around when your
grandchildren turns 18.
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Low PE of 6 but only 8%
profit margin.

3-5% revenue growth
yearly.

Price does not include
future Electric Market.

Less media disruption.
i.e scandals and recalls.
Over €4 dividend
payout per share.
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€69.43
per share
FEB 2019 REPORT

